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ABSTRACT
We observed two transits of the iconic gas giant HD 209458b between 380 and 780 nm, using the high-resolution ESPRESSO
spectrograph. The derived planetary transmission spectrum exhibits features at all wavelengths where the parent star shows strong
absorption lines, for example, Na i, Mg i, Fe i, Fe ii, Ca i, V i, Hα, and K i. We interpreted these features as the signature of the
deformation of the stellar line profiles due to the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect, combined with the centre-to-limb effects on the stellar
surface, which is in agreement with similar reports recently presented in the literature. We also searched for species that might
be present in the planetary atmosphere but not in the stellar spectra, such as TiO and VO, and obtained a negative result. Thus,
we find no evidence of any planetary absorption, including previously reported Na i, in the atmosphere of HD 209458b. The high
signal-to-noise ratio in the transmission spectrum (∼ 1700 at 590 nm) allows us to compare the modelled deformation of the stellar
lines in assuming different one-dimensional stellar atmospheric models. We conclude that the differences among various models
and observations remain within the precision limits of the data. However, the transmission light curves are better explained when
the centre-to-limb variation is not included in the computation and only the Rossiter-McLaughlin deformation is considered. This
demonstrates that ESPRESSO is currently the best facility for spatially resolving the stellar surface spectrum in the optical range
using transit observations and carrying out empirical validations of stellar models.
Key words. planetary systems – planets and satellites: individual: HD 209458b – planets and satellites: atmospheres – methods:
observational – techniques: spectroscopic
* Based on Guaranteed Time Observations collected at the Euro-
pean Southern Observatory under ESO programme 1102.C-0744 by the
ESPRESSO Consortium.
1. Introduction
High-dispersion spectroscopy has become one of the most pow-
erful tools for the atmospheric characterisation of exoplanets.
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The technique relies on the wavelength separation of the plan-
etary, stellar, and telluric spectral lines that is due to their dif-
ferential velocities (Snellen et al. 2010). So far, high-dispersion
spectroscopy has been applied to both transiting (e.g. Sánchez-
López et al. 2019; Brogi et al. 2018) and non-transiting plan-
ets (e.g. Brogi et al. 2014; Guilluy et al. 2019) and has led to
the detection of several species in exoplanetary atmospheres, in-
cluding: alkali lines and molecules in hot Jupiter atmospheres
(Redfield et al. 2008; Wyttenbach et al. 2015, 2017; Chen et al.
2020; Birkby et al. 2017), tracers of evaporation and escape pro-
cesses (Yan & Henning 2018; Nortmann et al. 2018; Allart et al.
2018), and ionospheric species in ultra hot Jupiter atmospheres
(Hoeijmakers et al. 2018; Casasayas-Barris et al. 2019; Seidel
et al. 2019; Pino et al. 2020).
With the initialisation of the operation of the Echelle SPec-
trograph for Rocky Exoplanets and Stable Spectroscopic Ob-
servations (ESPRESSO; Pepe et al. 2010, 2014, 2020), our ca-
pabilities for this type of studies have been enhanced at op-
tical wavelengths. ESPRESSO is already delivering ground-
breaking measurements of time-resolved transmission spectra
(Ehrenreich et al. 2020; Borsa et al. 2020), accurate Rossiter-
McLaughlin (RM) measurements (Santos et al. 2020) and high-
precision characterisation measurements of multiple-planet sys-
tems (Damasso et al. 2020; Suárez Mascareño et al. 2020).
Moreover, relatively small effects such as the impact of the stel-
lar centre-to-limb variation (CLV) and the RM effect on the
transmission spectra, which had fallen within the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) of the results shown in previous studies, can now be
measured and taken into account given the very high S/N and
extreme quality of the ESPRESSO data. The impact of the RM
effect in atmospheric studies was already described by Louden &
Wheatley (2015) and similarly, other studies (Czesla et al. 2015;
Khalafinejad et al. 2017) pointed out the importance of the CLV.
The detailed understanding of these effects is crucial for the suc-
cess of future observations of small rocky planet atmospheres
with the extremely large telescopes (ELTs; Snellen 2013).
Here, we revisit the atmosphere of the benchmark exoplanet
HD 209458b using two transit observations with ESPRESSO.
It was the first planet to be observed transiting its host star
(Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000) and the first for
which the detection of an atmosphere was claimed (Charbon-
neau et al. 2002) using Hubble Space Telescope (HST) ob-
servations. HD 209458b is one of the most studied planets to
date. This hot Jupiter orbits an F9-type star, and has a mass
of 0.682 MJ , radius of 1.39 RJ , and equilibrium temperature of
1449 K (see more parameters in Table 2). Over the years, several
studies of its atmosphere have been carried out using low- and
high-resolution spectroscopy facilities. At low-resolution, sev-
eral detections have been performed using the HST observations.
For example, Charbonneau et al. (2002) and Sing et al. (2008) re-
ported Na i absorption, Deming et al. (2013) found water in the
atmosphere of the planet, and Désert et al. (2008) found tentative
features of TiO and VO molecules.
High-resolution spectroscopy studies have demonstrated the
detection of different atomic and molecular species. Using the
High Dispersion Spectrograph (HDS) on the Subaru telescope,
Narita et al. (2005) reported upper limits for several lines, in-
cluding the Na i doublet. With the same data sets, Snellen et al.
(2008) found absorption of Na i in the transmission light curves,
and Astudillo-Defru & Rojo (2013) detected calcium, and pos-
sibly scandium and hydrogen (Hα) in the atmosphere of the
planet, and reconfirmed the Na i detection. Similarly, Na i ab-
sorption was reported by Albrecht et al. (2009) using the Ul-
traviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph (UVES) at the Very
Large Telescope (VLT), and tentative features were shown by
Langland-Shula et al. (2009) and Jensen et al. (2011) using the
High Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) at Keck and
the High-Resolution Spectrograph (HRS) at Hobby-Eberly Tele-
scope (HET), respectively. On the other hand, Winn et al. (2004)
were unable to detect Hα absorption using observations with
HDS at Subaru, while Jensen et al. (2012) found a broad fea-
ture correlated with the orbital phase centred at the Hα position
using observations with the HET.
More recently, Yan et al. (2017) studied the impact of the
CLV when attempting to study the atmosphere of this planet us-
ing high-resolution spectroscopy. Casasayas-Barris et al. (2020),
on the other hand, analysed transit observations of HD 209458b
with the HARPS-N (Cosentino et al. 2012) and CARMENES
(Quirrenbach et al. 2014, 2018) spectrographs, suggesting that
the features observed in the high-resolution transmission spec-
trum could be explained by the combination of the RM effect
and the CLV. With the current ESPRESSO observations, we aim
at achieving a better characterisation of the signals in the trans-
mission spectra and at exploring the presence of species in the
planetary spectrum that are not present in the stellar spectrum.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we present
the observations. The methods for extracting the stellar parame-
ters, the reloaded-RM technique, the atmospheric analysis, and
the stellar contamination modelling are presented in Sect. 3. In
Sect. 4, we present the results obtained in the atmospheric anal-
ysis of HD 209458b around individual lines and using cross-
correlation techniques. In Sect. 5 we discuss the accuracy of the
modelled stellar contamination. Our conclusions are presented
in Sect. 6.
2. Observations and data reduction
Two transits of HD 209458b were observed with ESPRESSO,
a fiber-fed spectrograph located at the VLT that covers the opti-
cal wavelength range between 3800 and 7880 Å on the nights of
2019-07-20 and 2019-09-11. Both observations were performed
at the UT3 Melipal telescope, as part of the Guaranteed Time
Observation under programme 1102.C-0744, using the HR21
observing mode, which considers 1-arcsec fiber, a binning of
a factor of 2 along the spatial direction, achieving a resolving
power of< ∼ 140 000 (Pepe et al. 2020).
The observations were performed following the typical ob-
serving strategy for transmission spectroscopy studies of exo-
planets: monitoring the star with consecutive exposures before,
during, and after the transit of the exoplanet. Over the course
of the first night, one hour was dedicated to observing before
and after the transit. On the second night, one hour was used
before the transit and one and a half hours after the transit. We
used fiber A to observe the target and fiber B to monitor and
subtract the sky signature. We used the same exposure time on
both occasions (175 s) obtaining a total of 89 and 85 exposures
with an averaged S/N of 234 and 193 at 588 nm (physical order
104) on the two nights, respectively. The observations are sum-
marised in Table 1. Due to limitations in the atmospheric dis-
persion compensator, the exposures with an airmass larger than
2 are excluded from the analysis. This affects the six first ex-
posures of the first night (2019-07-20). Therefore, a total of 83
spectra are used from that night, achieving an averaged S/N of
239.
Here, we use the one-dimensional spectra (s1d sky sub-
tracted products) extracted by the Data Reduction Software
(DRS) pipeline version 2.0. When inspecting the sky spectra, we
noticed that telluric Na i emission is present in both nights, but
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corrected in the target spectra by the pipeline when the sky sub-
traction is applied. We also observe and correct for telluric Na i
absorption, which cannot be monitored by fiber B (see Sect. 3).
3. Analysis
3.1. Stellar parameters
Based on the ESPRESSO spectra, we derive the stellar atmo-
spheric parameters of HD 209458 using the Equivalent Width
method by means of the StePar1 code (Tabernero et al. 2019),
following the same methodology applied in recent ESPRESSO
observations (Tabernero et al. 2020; Ehrenreich et al. 2020). In
summary, StePar relies on the 2017 version of the MOOG code
(Sneden 1973) and a grid of MARCS stellar atmospheric models
(Gustafsson et al. 2008). We use the Fe i and Fe ii line list from
(Tabernero et al. 2019) for metal-rich main sequence stars.
For comparison, we also used ARES+MOOG (Sousa 2014;
Santos et al. 2013) to derive the stellar atmospheric parameters
and respective uncertainties. We used the usual line list from
Sousa et al. (2008), where the equivalent widths were measured
with the ARES code2 (Sousa et al. 2007, 2015). Through the
minimisation process, we find the ionisation and excitation equi-
librium to converge in the best set of spectroscopic parameters.
This process uses a grid of Kurucz model atmospheres (Kurucz
1993) and the radiative transfer code MOOG (Sneden 1973).
Using StePar, we measure an effective temperature (Teff)
of 6069 ± 54 K, gravity (log g) of 4.41 ± 0.13 cgs, metallic-
ity ([Fe/H]) of 0.02 ± 0.04, and microturbulence velocity (ξ) of
1.03 ± 0.08 km s−1. On the other hand, using ARES+MOOG,
Teff = 6139±62 K, log g = 4.46±0.10 cgs, [Fe/H]= 0.05±0.04,
and ξ = 1.221 ± 0.025 km s−1. Using these previous spectro-
scopic values and PARAM1.33 (da Silva et al. 2006), we de-
rive a stellar radius and mass of R? = 1.136 ± 0.027 R and
M? = 1.153±0.029 M for StePar parameters, and R? = 1.160±
0.027 R and M? = 1.116± 0.029 M, using ARES+MOOG re-
sults. These values are consistent with most of the previous stud-
ies (Torres et al. 2008; Bonomo et al. 2017; Stassun et al. 2017;
Sousa et al. 2008; del Burgo & Allende Prieto 2016, among oth-
ers). The stellar parameters derived here are summarised in Ta-
ble 2.
3.2. Reloaded Rossiter-McLaughlin technique
The CCFs generated by the ESPRESSO DRS (here after CCFDI,
for disk-integrated) originate from starlight integrated over
the disk of HD 209458. We used the reloaded RM technique
(Cegla et al. 2016a, see also Bourrier et al. 2017, 2018, 2020;
Ehrenreich et al. 2020) to isolate the local CCFs (heareafter,
CCFloc) from the regions of the photosphere that are occulted by
HD 209458 b during its transit. The CCFDI were first aligned by
removing the Doppler-reflex motion of the star induced by the
planet, calculated with the orbital properties in Table 2. Since
the ESPRESSO observations are not calibrated photometrically,
each CCFDI has to be continuum-scaled to reflect the planetary
disk absorption. This was done using a light curve computed
with the batman package (Kreidberg 2015) and the properties
shown in Table 2. The CCFDI outside of the transit were
co-added to build a master-out CCFDI representative of the
1https://github.com/hmtabernero/StePar
2The last version of ARES code (ARES v2 - http://www.astro.
up.pt/~sousasag/ares; https://github.com/sousasag/ARES
3http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/param_1.3
Fig. 1: Map of the CCFloc series in the first (top panel) and sec-
ond (bottom panel) night, as a function of orbital phase (in or-
dinate) and radial velocity in the stellar rest frame (in abscissa).
Maps were obtained for the adjusted transit parameters (see text).
Colours indicate the flux values. The four horizontal dashed
white lines show the times of transit contacts. In-transit CCFloc
show the average stellar line profiles from the regions occulted
by HD 209458 b across the stellar disk. The magenta crosses are
the measured centroids of the average stellar line profiles, corre-
sponding to the local RVs of the planet-occulted regions.
unocculted star. We then aligned all CCFDI in the star rest frame
using the systemic velocity measured via a Gaussian fit to the
master-out in each visit to account for possible nightly offsets in
the instrumental, atmospheric, and astrophysical noise. Residual
CCFloc were then obtained by subtracting the scaled CCFDI from
the master-out in each visit (Fig. 1). Errors were propagated at
each step from the CCFDI to the CCFloc.
The CCFloc spectrally and spatially resolve the photosphere
of the star along the transit chord. The average stellar lines
from the planet-occulted regions were fitted with independent
Gaussian profiles and Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares
minimisation to derive the local RVs of the stellar surface.
The average local stellar lines are well fitted with Gaussian
profiles and are detected in all exposures, except the first and
last ones of ingress and egress on each night (the detection
criterion is that the amplitude of the model CCFloc is four times
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Table 1: Observing log of the HD 209458b transit observations.
Night Telescope Date of Start End Airmassa Texp Nobs S/Nb
observation [UT] [UT] change [s] Na i order
1 VLT-UT3 2019-07-20 03:43 09:30 2.23–1.38–1.89 175 89 122-261
2 VLT-UT3 2019-09-11 00:35 06:06 2.00–1.38–1.93 175 85 132-228
Notes.a Airmass change during the observation. (b) Minimum and maximum S/N for each night, calculated in the Na i echelle order.
Table 2: Physical and orbital parameters of the HD 209458 sys-
tem.
Parameter Value Reference
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stellar parameters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Teff [K] 6069 ± 54 This work (StePar)
6139 ± 62 This work (ARES+MOOG)
ξ [km s−1] 1.03 ± 0.08 This work (StePar)
1.221 ± 0.025 This work (ARES+MOOG)
log g [cgs] 4.41 ± 0.13 This work (StePar)
4.45 ± 0.10 This work (ARES+MOOG)
[Fe/H] 0.02 ± 0.04 This work (StePar)
0.05 ± 0.04 This work (ARES+MOOG)
M? [M] 1.116 ± 0.029 This work (StePar)
1.153 ± 0.029 This work (ARES+MOOG)
R? [R] 1.160 ± 0.027 This work (StePar)
1.136 ± 0.027 This work (ARES+MOOG)
v sin i? [km s−1] 4.228 ± 0.007 This work (reloaded-RM)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Planet parameters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mp [MJup] 0.682+0.015−0.014 Torres et al. (2008)
Rp/R? 0.12086 ± 0.00010 Torres et al. (2008)
Kp [km s−1] 145.0 ± 1.6 This worka
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Transit parameters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T0 [BJDTDB] 2454560.80588 ± 0.00008 Evans et al. (2015)
P [day] 3.52474859 ± 0.00000038 Bonomo et al. (2017)
T14 [h] 2.978 ± 0.051 Richardson et al. (2006)
T23 [h] 2.254 ± 0.058 Richardson et al. (2006)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . System parameters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a/R? 8.87 ± 0.05 Evans et al. (2015)
i [deg] 86.78 ± 0.07 Evans et al. (2015)
a [au] 0.04707+0.00045
−0.00047 Bonomo et al. (2017)
e 0 Bonomo et al. (2017)
ω [deg] 90 Bonomo et al. (2017)
K? [m s−1] 84.27+0.69−0.70 Bonomo et al. (2017)
γ [km s−1] −14.741 ± 0.002 Naef et al. (2004)
λ [deg] 1.58 ± 0.08 This work (reloaded-RM)
b 0.511 This work (reloaded-RM)
Notes. (a) Derived assuming zero eccentricity (e = 0): Kp = 2πa sin(i)/P
larger than the dispersion in the measured CCFloc continuum).
Thus, ESPRESSO allows us to sample, with a high temporal
resolution, the full transit window, which translates into a fine
spatial sampling of the full transit chord out to the limbs of the
star (Fig. 2). This has led us to identify an abnormal deviation of
the local RVs during ingress. We found that the local RV series,
particularly at the limbs, is highly sensitive to minute variations
in the assumed mid-transit time and impact parameter. The
efficiency of the reloaded RM technique relies on the possibility
of analyzing spectrocopic data using photometry of a similar
quality, so that the shape of the transit light curve and the
orbital phase of the exposures are known to a sufficient level
of precision. Deviations from the true photometric scaling
and phasing of the CCFDI may otherwise bias the extracted
CCFloc and their measured centroid. Here, the high quality of
HD 209458 b observations with ESPRESSO is not matched
by our knowledge of its transit properties, which were derived
from photometry obtained several years ago, resulting in a
present-day uncertainty on T0 of about 40 s.
In order to estimate the precision required on the transit prop-
erties and their impact on the derived obliquity λ and projected
stellar rotational velocity, v sin i?, we assumed that HD 209458
rotates as a solid body and we performed the extraction of the
local RVs over a grid of T0 and b values. Different values for
these properties can affect which exposures are considered in-
transit, and which ingress or egress exposures yield a detection
for the average local stellar line. Thus, different extractions can
yield different series of local RVs, preventing us from using χ2
minimisation. We searched instead for the approximate T0 and
b values that minimise the dispersion of the residuals between a
given local RV series and its best-fit solid-body model (described
in Cegla et al. 2016a, Bourrier et al. 2017). We found that the lo-
cal RVs best agree with solid-body rotation when the mid-transit
time is shifted by 76 s (2454560.80676 BJD) and the impact pa-
rameter equals 0.511 (Fig. 2). Provided that those properties are
correct and HD 209458 rotates as a solid-body, we then derive
λ = 1.58±0.08◦ and v sin i? = 4.228±0.007 km s−1. We caution
that these uncertainties are underestimated, as they do not ac-
count for the additional uncertainty on the transit depth (Table
2) and limb-darkening coefficients (set using the code provided
by Espinoza & Jordán 2015). Nonetheless, varying those prop-
erties changes the derived v sin i? by less than 50 m s−1 and has
a negligible impact on λ. Even fitting the biased local RVs asso-
ciated with Evans et al. (2015) transit properties only changes λ
by∼1◦ (0.48◦) and v sin i? by 44 m s−1 (4.184 km s−1). Therefore,
while our adjusted values for T0 and b should be considered with
caution, the derived obliquity is likely precise within a degree
and the projected stellar rotational velocity within 100 m s−1. We
note that the analysis of the HD 209458b data by Santos et al.
(2020), based on the classical RM approach, similarly yields a
mid-transit time shifted to later values. We also note the high re-
peatability of the local RV series, despite them being separated
by about two months – highlighting the stability of ESPRESSO.
Despite the strong influence of T0 and b on the RM analy-
sis of HD 209458 b, our adjusted values differ by less than 2σ
from the nominal values of Evans et al. (2015). Reaching a high
accuracy on λ and v sin i? in the HD 209458 system, and search-
ing for fine RV variations associated with the stellar surface mo-
tion (e.g. differential rotation, convective blueshift), will require
an extreme precision of the transit properties that only a space-
based facility such as CHEOPS or TESS can provide.
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Nominal properties
Adjusted properties
Fig. 2: RVs of the stellar surface regions occulted by HD 209458
b in the first (blue points) and second (red points) night. Their
extraction was performed for the nominal transit properties from
Evans et al. (2015) in the top panel and for the adjusted prop-
erties in the bottom panel. The solid black line is the best-fit
solid-body model to the RVs obtained for the adjusted proper-
ties. Vertical dotted lines show the times of transit contacts.
3.3. Telluric correction
As in other recent studies using ESPRESSO observations (Chen
et al. 2020; Tabernero et al. 2020; Allart et al. 2020), we use
molecfit (Smette et al. 2015 and Kausch et al. 2015) to correct
for the telluric absorption contamination (O2 and H2O) from the
Earth’s atmosphere as presented in Allart et al. (2017). In this
first correction, other telluric contamination such as emission or
absorption of Na i, for example, are not considered.
In the ESPRESSO observations used here, we observe both
telluric Na i emission and absorption contamination. The tel-
luric emission is monitored with fiber B and is already cor-
rected by the DRS during the sky subtraction, but this is not
the case of the telluric absorption. The mean Earth radial veloc-
ity is 17.6 km s−1 and −3.8 km s−1 for the first and second night,
respectively. Considering the systemic velocity of HD 209458
(γ = −14.7 km s−1), the telluric absorption is located at 32.3 km
s−1 (0.6 Å) and 10.9 km s−1 (0.2 Å) from the Na i lines core. Al-
though its presence does not impact the results of the first night
because of the distance with respect the stellar Na i lines core,
it is indeed important for the second night and needs to be cor-
rected.
It is known that the telluric Na i absorption can show strong
seasonable variability (Snellen et al. 2008). However, in order
to correct for this contamination we assume that, within a night,
the telluric Na i can be corrected as presented, for example, in
Borsa et al. (2020), Wyttenbach et al. (2015), Zhou & Bayliss
(2012), and Vidal-Madjar et al. (2010). That is, assuming that
the contrast variation of these lines during the observations is
correlated with the airmass. This correction is only applied in a
small region of ±5 km s−1 centred at the position of the telluric
Na i absorption lines in order to not influence other regions. In
Figure 3, we show the flux variation of this region with time. For
the first night, the absorption lines follow the airmass change for
the full observation while for the second night this only happens
in the out-of-transit exposures. This is because the telluric Na i
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Fig. 3: Integrated flux in a ±5 km s−1 passband centred on the
telluric Na i absorption lines of the first night (top panel) and
second night (bottom panel). The integrated flux is normalised
to its maximum value. In dots, we show the results for the Na i
D2 line and in crosses, the results of the Na iD1 line. The vertical
dashed lines mark the origin and end of the transit.
of the second night is very close to the lines core and thus influ-
enced by the line profile changes produced by the planet during
the transit. For the first night, telluric Na i is far from the lines
core.
3.4. Transmission spectrum and light curves extraction
After correcting for the telluric contamination, we extract the
transmission spectrum as presented in previous studies (such as
Wyttenbach et al. 2015; Casasayas-Barris et al. 2017; Yan &
Henning 2018; Borsa et al. 2020; Allart et al. 2017). First, the
spectra are normalised and then moved to the stellar rest frame.
To do so, we use the Keplerian model computed with the pa-
rameters presented in Table 2 using the SinRadVel model from
PyAstronomy (Czesla et al. 2019). Then we compute the mas-
ter stellar spectrum resulting from the combination of all out-of-
transit spectra and divide each individual spectrum by this master
spectrum.
After computing the ratio of each stellar spectrum by the
master stellar spectrum, we could notice a clear wiggle (sinu-
soidal) pattern already observed in recent ESPRESSO observa-
tions (Tabernero et al. 2020; Borsa et al. 2020), with amplitudes
around 1 % and periods ∼ 30 − 40 Å. In order to correct for this
pattern, we follow the methodology presented by Borsa et al.
(2020): we fit a sinusoidal curve with varying period, amplitude,
and phase at each individual spectrum after being divided by
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the master spectrum. The data are normalised using the result-
ing best fit model. We then move all the residuals to the planet
rest frame by using the planet radial-velocity semi-amplitude
Kp = 145.0 ± 1.6 km s−1, calculated assuming zero eccentric-
ity (Kp = 2πa sin(i)/P). Finally, the in-transit residuals are com-
bined to compute the transmission spectrum. The combination
of the in-transit residuals is performed using the simple average,
as the residuals change at different orbital phases. The weighted
average gives more importance to the orbital phases with higher
S/N and, consequently, modifies the shape of the transmission
spectrum features.
In the final transmission spectra we can observe a second
sinusoidal pattern, which is particularly clear in the pseudo-
continuum (see Figure 4) due to the high S/N of the data. The
origin of these patterns lies in non-flat-fielded interference pat-
terns that occur in some optical elements of the Coudé Train
(CT), that is, in the system that routes the light from the tele-
scope to the instrument. This system is not spectrally flat-fielded
by the calibration sources, which are injected downstream. Due
to the (small) changes of the light path through the optical el-
ements during the observations, the fringe pattern will evolve
spectrally and eventually pop up in transmission spectroscopy
when dividing by each other spectra taken at different moments
of the night 4. In order to remove the pattern from the final trans-
mission spectrum, we fit a sinusoidal curve to the data, masking
the strong features observed in the Na i position and we then
use the solution to normalise the full wavelength range of the
transmission spectrum. As we can see in the top spectrum of
Figure 4, although the period of the oscillations is almost con-
stant, their amplitude changes in wavelength (∼ ±0.1 % at bluer
wavelengths for the first night). For this reason, we let the ampli-
tude of the sinusoidal change linearly in wavelength, while the
remaining free parameters (period and phase of the origin) only
have one value in a particular wavelength range.
On the other hand, the period of the oscillations is first esti-
mated by applying a Fourier transform on the combination of all
in- and out-of-transit residuals and it is then fitted. The period we
derive in both Fourier transform and the sinusoidal fit is 0.75 Å
around the Na i and it slightly varies in wavelength. This correc-
tion is applied to all transmission spectra presented here, fitting
the pattern in each case in a wavelength region centred around
the line of interest.
In order to calculate the transmission light curves, once the
residuals are moved to the planet rest frame, we fix a passband
of a given width centred on the specific line we want to analyse.
Then, we integrate the flux inside this passband using trapezoidal
integration. The method is the same as presented in Casasayas-
Barris et al. (2020). The transmission light curves are presented
in Section 4, in particular, in Figures 6 and 9.
3.5. Cross-correlation
In addition to the analysis of individual lines, we apply the cross-
correlation technique in order to search for atoms and molecules
that may originate from hundreds to thousands of individual ab-
sorption lines in the transmission spectrum, if present in the
atmosphere of the planet. Using the cross-correlation method,
the contribution of all these lines is combined, reducing the
photon noise and reaching the detection of particular atoms
and molecules hidden in the noise when analysed individually
(Snellen et al. 2010).
4A forthcoming paper will explain in details the origin of those wig-
gles.




















Fig. 4: Correction of the interference pattern in the final mid-
transit transmission spectrum of the first night (2019 July 20).
The original transmission spectrum in shown in black and the
corrected transmission spectrum is shown in blue. In red and on-
top of the uncorrected spectrum, we show the best fit sinusoidal
curve. An offset between the two spectra is added for a better
visualisation.
Here, we use the one-dimensional molecfit-corrected spec-
tra, which are then normalised and moved to the stellar rest
frame. We divide each spectrum by the master stellar spectrum
(computed using only the out-of-transit data), remove the wig-
gle pattern as presented in Section 3.4, and cross-correlate the
result with atmospheric models, as presented in Sánchez-López
et al. (2019) and Stangret et al. (2020). We discard the strong
telluric contaminated regions around 690 nm and 760 nm where
the telluric correction is not accurate, as well as the first few blue
bins from 380 to 450 nm due to their lower S/N. With this, all the
spectra for the two nights have a S/N larger than 90 in each order.
The atmospheric models used to cross-correlate with the
residuals are computed using the petitRADTRANS code (Mol-
lière et al. 2019) which allows the generation of high-resolution
models of atoms and molecules for exoplanet atmospheres.
Here, we generate Fe i, Fe ii, and Ca i models assuming the pa-
rameters presented in Table 2, isothermal temperature profile of
1459 K, a continuum level of 1 mbar, and the volume mixing
ratio (VMR) set to solar abundance. For these atomic species,
the Kurucz line lists are used (Kurucz 1993). The resulting
models are convolved to match the ESPRESSO spectral reso-
lution. On the other hand, we generate the atmospheric mod-
els of TiO and VO molecules using two different methodolo-
gies. First, we use petitRADTRANS as described above and in
considering VMRTiO = 10−7 and VMRVO = 10−8 (solar abun-
dance), and the line lists presented in Plez (1998). Second, as
presented in Tabernero et al. (2020), we use HELIOS code5 (Ma-
lik et al. 2017, 2019) to calculate the atmospheric structure of
HD 209458b. Then, the radiative transfer problem is solved us-
ing turbospectrum6 (Plez 2012). We use the TiO line list from
Plez (1998) and the VO list from exomol (McKemmish et al.
2016). The cross-correlation results are presented in Section 4.
5https://github.com/exoclime/HELIOS
6https://github.com/bertrandplez/Turbospectrum2019
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3.6. Transit effects on the stellar lines
Following Yan et al. (2017) and Yan & Henning (2018), we
model the CLV and RM effects in the stellar line profile. This
method involves the Spectroscopy Made Easy Tool (SME;
Valenti & Piskunov 1996) and the line list from VALD7 database
(Piskunov et al. 1995; Kupka et al. 1999). Using SME we
are able to compute synthetic stellar spectra at different limb-
darkening angles. With this information, it is possible to com-
pute the disc integrated stellar spectrum considering the stellar
rotation (v sin i?), but also to exclude the spectrum of those re-
gions blocked by the planet at each exposure when the integrated
disc spectrum is built, producing the RM and CLV deformation.
This has already been applied to different high resolution at-
mospheric studies such as Casasayas-Barris et al. (2019), Yan
et al. (2019), Chen et al. (2020), and Borsa et al. (2020). For this
computation we need accurate measurements of the system and
stellar parameters. Here, we take advantage of the high precision
achieved with the reloaded RM technique in the v sin i? and λ
measurements (see Sect. 3.2). These parameters are presented in
Table 2. In Sect. 5, we examine the resulting modelled effects
depending on the stellar atmospheric models that are used for
their computation.
Although for some planets these effects are not important, it
has been observed that they can become important for particular
planets (Czesla et al. 2015; Khalafinejad et al. 2017; Louden &
Wheatley 2015), and specially when using very high S/N obser-
vations (see Borsa et al. 2020). In most cases, the RM effect can
influence the final absorption from the planet atmosphere if both
contributions (RM and atmosphere) overlap at some point dur-
ing the transit (Yan & Henning 2018; Hoeijmakers et al. 2018).
Here, as observed by Casasayas-Barris et al. (2020), we are in an
extreme case where the RM (almost) fully overlaps with the ex-
pected planetary atmosphere track. This deformation is not con-
stant along the planet transit, hence, it is particularly important
to use the same steps when processing the models and the data
for useful comparisons.
4. Results
In this section, we present the results obtained in the analysis
of individual atomic lines (Na i, Fe i, Mg i, Hα, and K i D1) and
forests of atomic lines (Fe i, Fe ii, Ca i, and V i) using the cross-
correlation technique. For comparison, we show the results to-
gether with the RM and CLV models computed using MARCS
(Gustafsson et al. 2008) stellar atmospheric models and assum-
ing LTE approximation. The models containing both CLV and
RM effects combined and only RM are shown. Using the cross-
correlation technique we search for relevant molecules, such as
TiO and VO.
4.1. Na i doublet
The transmission spectrum and tomography maps around the
Na i of both nights combined are presented in Figure 5, and the
results of the individual nights are shown in Figure A.1 in the
appendix. In all cases, as presented in Casasayas-Barris et al.
(2020), at the Na i line positions in the transmission spectrum
we observe emission-like features consistent with the deforma-
tion of the stellar line profile during the transit of HD 209458b,
which are due to the RM and CLV effects. The particularity of
HD 209458 system is that the expected exoplanet atmosphere
7http://vald.astro.uu.se
and the RM effect deformation (which is the main contribution
of the final transmission spectrum shape) fall at almost the same
radial velocities (see tomography maps of Figure 5). For this rea-
son, when the individual transmission spectra are moved to the
planet rest frame before being combined, the positive part of the
RM effect is almost aligned with the Na i position and creates an
emission-like feature in the transmission spectrum.
Due to the system geometry, the stellar line deformation is
asymmetric along the transit. With the high S/N of ESPRESSO
data, these asymmetries can be explored by computing the trans-
mission spectrum during different transit times. In Figure 5, we
present the transmission spectrum computed using the spectra
obtained during the ingress (T1-T2), the egress (T3-T4) between
the first and last contacts of the transit (T1-T4) and between the
second and third contacts (T2-T3). For the ingress and egress
transmission spectra, we use around six spectra per night. The
asymmetries of the ingress and egress regions can be clearly
observed and are predicted by the CLV and RM modelled ef-
fects. In the time-regions of orbital phases [−0.0175,−0.0100]
and [+0.0100,+0.0175], the planet radial-velocities do not fully
overlap with the RM effect. However, we are not able to distin-
guish absorption due to the exoplanet atmosphere.
The asymmetries of the stellar line shapes during the transit
are particularly important, especially if some orbital phases of
the planet are not covered during the observations, as they could
result in false absorption-like signals depending on the geome-
try of the system (see Chen et al. 2020). In Figure 5, we also
see how the transmission spectra of the ingress and egress show
absorption-like features shifted from the laboratory Na i lines po-
sition, which result from the deformation of the lines and are not
from atmospheric origin. Although the impact of the effects is
smaller in the mid-transit times when the RM radial-velocities
are used to move the spectra to the stellar rest frame, these asym-
metries increase, especially during the ingress and egress.
In addition, we compute the transmission light curves for
two different bandwidths (0.4 Å and 0.75 Å). The small pass-
band size is selected to only include the positive RM effect
(∼ 10 km s−1), while the larger passband includes the overall RM
effect and has also been used in previous studies (Snellen et al.
2008; Albrecht et al. 2009). In Figure 6 we present the results af-
ter combining both nights, and in Figure A.2 of the Appendix we
show the results of each individual night. In all cases both Na i
lines of the doublet are combined. We note that observations on
the second night (2019 September 11) could be partially affected
by telluric Na i absorption residuals. As they are calculated in the
planet rest frame, for the narrower passband we are mainly com-
bining the positive part of the RM deformation, while with the
wider passband both contributions are included, resulting in a
compensation of the final effects. The transmission light curves
follow the general shape predicted by the model containing only
RM deformation; this is especially clear for the 0.4 Å passband,
where the differences with the out-of-transit are more intense.
In this case, in the centre of the transit, the transmission light
curve clearly deviates from the model containing the CLV (see
discussion in Sect. 5).
4.2. Other atomic lines
The deformation of the lines profile caused by the RM, pre-
sented in Sect. 4.1, is expected to have an impact in all the stellar
spectral lines, at different amplitudes, however, depending on the
transition. In order to check this, we analyse the cross-correlation
function (CCF) from the DRS as presented in Borsa et al. (2020).
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Fig. 5: First panel (top): Two-dimensional map of the individual transmission spectra around the Na i doublet lines of HD 209458b.
Second panel: Two-dimensional map of the modelled CLV and RM effects around the Na i doublet. In both panels, the results
are presented in the stellar rest frame and the colour bar shows the relative flux (Fin/Fout-1) in %. The black horizontal dashed
lines indicate the four contacts of the transit and the dotted white line marks the expected position of the planet trail during the
observations. Third panel: Transmission spectrum computed combining the data between the second and third contacts of the
transit. Fourth panel: Combination of the in-transit exposures from the first to fourth contacts. Fifth panel: Combination of ingress
exposures. Sixth panel (bottom): Combination of egress exposures. The transmission spectra are computed combining the data in
the planet rest frame. The original data error bars are shown in light grey and the data binned by 0.03 Å is shown in black. We note
the different y-scale in the different panels. In red, we show the CLV and RM effects in the final transmission spectrum and in blue,
the deformation due to the RM alone.
In this case, the CCF values are generated with a F9 stellar mask
using the DRS ESO version 2.0, with a step of 0.5 km s−1. In or-
der to extract the deformation of the lines profile propagated in
the CCFs, we use the same process as for the transmission spec-
trum (see Sect. 3.4): we move each CCF in the stellar rest frame
and divide each of them by the averaged out-of-transit CCF. The
result is presented in Figure 7, where the RM effect is clearly ob-
served in the CCF values. As Fe i lines are the major contributor
to the stellar mask used to compute the CCFs (Ehrenreich et al.
2020), the RM deformation observed in the CCF tomography
is dominated by the Fe i lines. In contrast to Borsa et al. (2020),
where the atmospheric trail of the planet is clearly intercepted by
the mask, we are not able to observe any feature with a possible
atmospheric origin in the HD 209458b CCFs.
In addition, we search for Fe i, Fe ii, Ca i, and V i absorption
cross-correlating the residuals spectra with the atmospheric tem-
plates described in Sect. 3.5. The results can be observed in Fig-
ure 8. For Fe i, Fe ii, and Ca i the deformation of the stellar line
profiles is visible at high S/N, without any clear feature of atmo-
spheric origin in the ingress and egress regions where the planet
atmosphere could be disentangled from the stellar contamina-
tion. For V i, the strength of the deformation is fainter, probably
indicating that this species is poorly (or not at all) present in the
stellar spectrum, given the spectral type of the star. The S/N of
the bottom row panels from Figure 8 is calculated by dividing
the cross-correlation values by the standard deviation calculated
far from the position of the signal, as presented in Birkby et al.
(2017), Brogi et al. (2018), and Sánchez-López et al. (2019).
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Fig. 6: Transmission light curves calculated in Na i doublet after
combining both nights, using a 0.4 Å (top) and 0.75 Å (bottom)
passbands. In light-grey. we show the original data. In black, we
show the data binned by 0.001 in orbital phase. In red we show
the impact of the CLV and RM effects in the transmission light
curve. In blue, only the RM effect is considered.
Here, we use the ranges from −150 to −50 km s−1 and from +50
to +150 km s−1. In these units, a positive S/N means correla-
tion with the atmospheric absorption template and negative S/N
means anti-correlation. We note that an increase in the temper-
ature of the isothermal models up to 2000 K for Fe i, Fe ii and
Ca i, and to 3000 K for V i does not significantly alter the results.
The scenario observed in Na i, Fe i, Fe ii, and Ca i is repeated
for the spectral lines observed in the full stellar spectrum when
we attempt to detect the exoplanet atmosphere. As an example,
we compute the transmission spectrum for particular individ-
ual lines such as Mg i at 5183.60 Å, Fe i at 5270.36 Å, Hα at
6562.81 Å, and K i D1 line at 7698.96 Å. The results are pre-
sented in Figure 9. As in the case of Na i, in all cases, the trans-
mission spectra are consistent with the modelled RM effect, with
and without considering the CLV effect due to the small (i.e.
within the error bars) difference this last one introduces. How-
ever, the light curves seem to be benefit from a better explaina-
tion when only the RM effect is considered, even at lower S/N.
The estimated effects on the Hα transmission spectrum do not
describe the observations as well as they do for the other lines.
In Figure A.4, the modelled stellar line profile, computed using
the MARCS stellar models and LTE, are shown together with
the observations. It is clear that the Mg i and Fe i lines, for ex-
ample, are better reproduced by the stellar models than Hα. This








































Fig. 7: Top panel: Average out-of-transit stellar CCF. Middle
panel: Tomography of the CCFs deformation for the two transits
combined in the stellar rest frame. The dotted white line indi-
cates the planet radial velocities and the black horizontal dashed
lines show the four contacts of the transit. The colour bar shows
the relative variation of the CCFs with respect the combined out-
of-transit CCF in %. Bottom panel: Combination of the CCF
residuals from the middle panel in the stellar rest frame (dashed
line) and in the planet rest frame (solid line) between the first
and fourth contact.
the Ca ii IRT in Casasayas-Barris et al. (2020). These lines re-
quire more accurate stellar modelling.
4.3. Analysis of systematic effects
The error bars of the measurements come from the propagation
of the random photon noise. Following Redfield et al. (2008),
we can statistically quantify the systematic effects of our data
using the empirical Monte Carlo (EMC) analysis. This method
has already been applied in several atmospheric studies, such as
Wyttenbach et al. (2015, 2017), Jensen et al. (2011, 2012), and
Chen et al. (2020). It consists of measuring the absorption depth
of a transmission spectrum calculated using different in- and out-
of-transit samples (scenarios), which do not need to match the
real in- and out-of-transit data. With this, if a feature appears
only during the transit, we would expect it to only be measured
when the real in- and out-of-transit data are considered in the
samples.
Here, we assume the four different scenarios described in
Casasayas-Barris et al. (2020), called ’out-out’, ’in-in’, ’mix-
mix’ and ’in-out’ depending on the data considered as in- and
out-of-transit samples, respectively. For each scenario we run the
EMC 20 000 times, measuring the absorption depth in the ex-
pected position of the line using a 0.4 Å passband. In Figure B.1
of the appendix we show the absorption depth distributions. For
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Fig. 8: Cross-correlation results of both nights combined for Ca i, Fe i, Fe ii, and V i (from left to right, respectively). Top panel:
Cross-correlation maps of the three different species. Bottom panel: Average of the in-transit cross-correlation values in the planet
rest frame between the first and fourth contacts. The y-axis is shown in S/N units, where negative values mean anti-correlation (see
the cross-correlation coefficients in the colour bar).
the Na i, it is clear that the ’in-out’ samples of both nights are
centred at a different position in comparison with the control
distributions. Their positions are 0.19%, on average, for the two
nights. The control distributions are all centred at 0%, and the
standard deviation of the Gaussian profiles from the ’out-out’
distribution are 0.04% and 0.05% (for the first and second night,
in the same order), which gives us an idea of the noise level of
the data.
This exercise is also applied to the other lines analysed here
(Mg i λ5184, Fe i λ5270, Hα, and K iD1). As for the Na i case, in
all these lines, the absorption scenario shows distributions cen-
tred at positive absorption depth values (0.12%, 0.15% 0.03%,
and 0.12%, respectively) while the control distributions remain
centred at 0%. We note that for Hα, as the line is broader, we use
a larger passband of 0.5 Å, and the expected effects in this line
are fainter (see Figure 9). The EMC histograms of these lines are
presented in Figure B.1 in the appendix.
4.4. Searching for molecules
In contrast with the atomic lines analysed in the previous sec-
tions, CLV and RM effects are not expected to impact the search
for those atoms and molecules in the exoplanet atmosphere that
are not present in the stellar spectrum in cases where there is no
overlap with other stellar lines. For this reason, we attempted to
search for the presence of such molecules as TiO and VO. The
spectral features possibly associated to these same molecules
were tentatively observed in HD 209458b atmosphere around
6 000 − 8000 Å by Désert et al. (2008) using HST-STIS obser-
vations. However, other studies at high resolution spectroscopy
such as Hoeijmakers et al. (2015) found no evidence of TiO in
this same planet.
Here, in the wavelength region covered by ESPRESSO and
using the different TiO and VO models generated as described
in Sect. 3.5, we find no evidence of these species in the atmo-
sphere of HD 209458b. In the final cross-correlation residuals
(see Figure C.1), we observe several faint structures produced
by the RM effect of closer stellar lines that are introduced in the
radial-velocity space explored in the cross-correlation, but not
at the expected planet position (∼ 0 km s−1). It is known that
the TiO and VO line lists are not very accurate at a high spec-
tral resolution (Merritt et al. 2020; McKemmish et al. 2019). As
was already studied by Hoeijmakers et al. (2015), the lack of an
accurate line list can become a critical aspect when attempting
to detect atmospheric features using the cross-correlation tech-
nique.
5. Accuracy of the modelled transit effects
In Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, we observe that the transmission spectra
can be explained by the combination of both CLV and RM ef-
fects, but also when only the dominant effect (the RM) is in-
cluded in the calculations, considering the error bars of the data.
The differences between both assumptions are small when the
in-transit residuals are combined in the planet rest frame, as the
CLV effect at the Na i D2 line position is more than four times
smaller than the RM when calculated using the MARCS LTE
stellar models. However, in the transmission light curves (Fig-
ures 6 and 9), we are sensitive to time variations of a particular
spectral region. In this case, we observe that the results are better
described when only the RM effect in the stellar lines is consid-
ered, probably indicating an overestimation of the CLV effect.
Casasayas-Barris et al. (2020), as well as previous sections of
this work, use the MARCS stellar atmospheric models (Gustafs-
son et al. 2008), assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE). We use solar abundances, based on the finding from
Adibekyan et al. (2012) that HD 209458 has [Na/H]= 0.010 ±
0.057. Here, thanks to the unprecedented S/N achieved by the
ESPRESSO observations, we analyse the differences in the mod-
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Fig. 9: Results around the Mg i λ5184 (first column), Fe i λ5270 (second column), Hα (third column), and K i D1 (fourth column)
spectral lines. Top panel, first row: Two-dimensional map of the transmission residuals of HD 209458b around different spectral
lines. Second row: Two-dimensional map of the modelled CLV and RM effects. In both panels the residuals are presented in the
stellar rest frame. The black horizontal dashed lines indicate the four contacts of the transit. Third row: Transmission spectrum
computed in the planet rest frame considering the data between the first and fourth contacts of the transit. The original data are
shown in light gray and the data binned by 0.03 Å is shown in black. The blue-dashed vertical lines show the laboratory position of
the lines. The colour bar shows the relative flux (Fin/Fout-1) in %. Bottom panel: Transmission light curves calculated for each line
using 0.4 Å bandwidth and 0.5 Å for Hα. In light-grey, we show the original data and in black the data binned by 0.0015 in orbital
phase. In both panels, the red and blue lines correspond to the RM model with and without considering the CLV effect, respectively.
elled effects when considering different stellar atmospheric mod-
els. In particular, we compare the results around the Na i when
assuming MARCS stellar models calculated with LTE and non-
LTE approximations (Mashonkina et al. 2008). We also use AT-
LAS9 (Castelli & Kurucz 2003) and ATLAS12 (Kurucz 2013)
models, assuming LTE. We note that non-LTE grids are only
offered for MARCS models (Piskunov & Valenti 2017). The re-
sults are presented in Figure 10. Furthermore, in Figure A.3, the
modelled stellar spectra in the Na i region can be compared with
the observed stellar spectrum.
In the transmission spectrum, we observe that the different
models and assumptions produce different intensities of the line
deformations (left panel of Figure 10). The different models as-
suming LTE approximation produce very similar results, while
the models assuming non-LTE differ by ∼ 0.2% in relative flux
at the Na i lines centre. Around the Na i, LTE models remain
underestimated in comparison with the data and the non-LTE
models seem to reproduce the results much better. We observe
that the predicted CLV effect at the Na i lines core of the trans-
mission spectrum changes by a factor of two, depending on the
stellar model selection. When we model the transmission light
curves in the planetary rest frame (third panel of Figure 10), we
can clearly see that the observations are better reproduced when
only the RM deformation is considered, especially at the centre
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Fig. 10: Top panel, from left to right: Modelled CLV and RM effects of the Na i doublet lines assuming different stellar atmospheric
models compared with the transmission spectrum around Na i D2 (left panel) and D1 (right panel). Bottom panel: Transmission
light curve of both lines combined calculated in the planet rest frame (left panel) and the transmission light curve in the stellar rest
frame (right panel). In solid lines, we show the models containing the CLV and RM deformation. In dashed lines, it is only the RM
that is considered. In light-grey, we show the original data and in black error bars the data binned by 0.03 Å (top panels) and 0.001
in the orbital phase (bottom panels). The different stellar models are shown in different colours and indicated in the legends. Bottom
row: Residuals between the data and the models. The colours indicate the residuals between the data and the model shown with the
same colour. We indicate the residuals with the models computed considering only the RM deformation with stars and the residuals
with the models containing the CLV and RM deformation with dots.
of the transit. As presented in Louden & Wheatley (2015) and
Borsa & Zannoni (2018), in the planet rest frame the RM sym-
metry is broken, resulting in spurious residuals in the stellar line
position. For the transmission light curve calculated in the stel-
lar rest frame (right panel of Figure 10), where we are actually
tracking the stellar line deformations in their own frame, the RM
symmetry is maintained and thus averaged out when integrating
the full effect inside the 0.4 Å passband. In this frame, the CLV
is the main contribution of the transmission light curve. As can
be observed in the figure, the ingress and egress regions are bet-
ter described considering the CLV contribution, as expected, but
the overall effect in the mid-transit time region remains slightly
overestimated.
When the residuals between the models and the data are
computed (see bottom row of Figure 10), we observe a large
scatter expanding approximately ±0.2 % depending on the
model used. Therefore, attempting to measure features at these
atmospheric absorption levels can become very challenging for
HD 209458b. Using a 0.75 Å passband centred at the Na i lines
position in the residuals, we measure a mean excess ranging
from −0.05 % to −0.02 %, depending on the stellar model con-
sidered in the subtraction. In the transmission light curves, the
in-transit residuals show an excess change between −0.09 % and
+0.04 %.
With the S/N achieved with ESPRESSO observations, we are
able to obtain the local stellar spectrum following the methodol-
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ogy presented in Section 3.2. The local stellar spectrum is the
spectrum of those regions in the stellar surface that are blocked
by the planet at each exposure during the transit, and which are
therefore missing in the integrated disc spectrum observations.
In Figure 11 we show the local spectrum around the Na i doublet
lines at different orbital phases of the planet. A similar analysis is
shown in Dravins et al. (2017) for this same planet using several
Fe i lines. Here, we observe that, during the transit, the exoplanet
obscures blue-shifted regions of the stellar disc and continues to
the red-shifted stellar surface, producing the RM effect that is
propagated to the transmission spectrum. We also observe that
the predicted models are able to reproduce the observations, al-
though the lines core remain slightly underestimated. If the local
stellar spectra are normalised to their continuum level and the
two lines of the doublet are combined to get higher S/N profiles,
we observe the expected wavelength shift of the lines produced
by RM effect, but the CLV is not clearly seen in the data, al-
though predicted by the stellar models (see Figure A.5). This is
one more indication of the CLV overestimation for this particular
star.
The importance of the CLV for atmospheric characterisation
of exoplanets has been pointed out in several previous studies
(e.g. Czesla et al. 2015; Yan et al. 2017; Khalafinejad et al.
2017; Casasayas-Barris et al. 2017). The CLV in the stellar at-
mosphere strongly depends on wavelength, and it is expected
to be more intense for cooler stars. In the optical, it is strong
in the deep stellar absorption lines profile such as Na i D and
Ca ii H&K lines (Czesla et al. 2015). In the study of exoplanet
transit light-curves, the CLV is one of the critical parameters
(Müller et al. 2013). Using HD 209458b transit light curves,
Hayek et al. (2012) compared the CLV predictions resulting
from MARCS one-dimensional (1D) atmospheric models and
three-dimensional (3D) models, concluding that the 3D model
provides a considerably better description of the atmospheric
temperature structure of HD 209458. Chiavassa & Brogi (2019)
also show that, in general, 1D stellar models can differ signifi-
cantly from 3D models.
On the other hand, the differences could be also produced
by the combination of different stellar phenomena that are not
contemplated in the stellar spectra or due to a misinterpretation
of the stellar atmospheric structure. For example, the RM could
be affected by convective shifts (Cegla et al. 2016a; Dravins
et al. 2017). The convective shifts are a consequence of the stel-
lar granulation and occurs because the emerging granules are
brighter than the surroundings and cover a greater fraction of the
stellar surface (Dravins 1982). It typically results in an additional
blue shift between the position of the stellar lines and their lab-
oratory position, with expected amplitudes of 0 − 500 m s−1 for
G-type stars (Meunier et al. 2017) and it is less intense in those
deep lines formed higher in the stellar atmosphere (Allende Pri-
eto & Garcia Lopez 1998; Reiners et al. 2016), such as Na i.
Moreover, it is known that granulation and star-spots can pro-
duce asymmetric line profiles on the stellar disc, which could be
considered using 3D magneto-hydrodynamic solar simulations
as presented in Cegla et al. (2016b). On the other hand, solar-
like differential rotation can become important in main sequence
stars (Karoff et al. 2018) and it is expected to be stronger in F-G
stars (Balona & Abedigamba 2016). In our calculations, we as-
sume solid-body rotation, meaning that we are not considering
the amplitude variation of the RM signal that could be introduced
by this effect (Serrano et al. 2020).
Currently, ESPRESSO is the best facility with which we can
spatially resolve the stellar surface by means of transit spec-
troscopy observations. This will help to empirically validate the
stellar models, and constrain the 3D hydrodynamic models of
the stellar photosphere (Dravins et al. 2015, 2017).
6. Summary and conclusions
Using two transit observations with ESPRESSO we revisit the
transmission spectrum of HD 209458b and the system archi-
tecture using the reloaded-RM technique. We analyse individ-
ual atomic lines (Na i doublet, Mg i λ5184, Fe i λ5270, Hα, and
K i D1) and we also use the cross-correlation technique to search
for atomic lines (Fe i, Ca i, Fe ii, and V i) and molecules (TiO and
VO).
The ESPRESSO observations confirm the results obtained in
Casasayas-Barris et al. (2020), where the Na i features observed
in the transmission spectrum can be explained by the deforma-
tion of the stellar line profile due to the transit of HD 209458b,
mainly produced by the RM effect and without the need of ab-
sorption from the exoplanet atmosphere. This is also observed in
the transmission spectra around other atomic lines and in the re-
sults obtained using cross-correlation techniques. Moreover, we
examine the CCF values computed by the DRS as presented in
Borsa et al. (2020), where the deformation of the lines profile is
clearly visible. This effect is present for all stellar lines and it is
thus propagated through the method when attempting to extract
any exoplanet atmospheric signals. Similarly, this change in the
stellar line profile is imprinted in the CCF values when a stel-
lar template is cross-correlated with the stellar spectra (Borsa &
Zannoni 2018). The radial-velocity change of the planet during
the transit is very similar to the velocity range affected by the
RM deformation and only a small time-region in the ingress and
egress regions could be used to disentangle the exoplanet atmo-
spheric signals by the stellar contamination.
Several atomic lines, including the Na i, have been previ-
ously detected in the atmosphere of HD 209458b using high-
resolution spectroscopy observations. This is the case of the
0.135 ± 0.017 % Na i absorption detected in the transmission
light curves by Snellen et al. (2008) and Albrecht et al. (2009),
for example. The Na i transmission light curve obtained with
ESPRESSO observations and following the methodology pre-
sented in these previous studies (see Figure A.6) does not re-
produce the absorption and, in contrast, shows a better agree-
ment with the modelled RM light curve. On the other hand,
Langland-Shula et al. (2009) found > 3σ Na i absorption and
also > 2σ absorption in Fe i and Ni i lines. Jensen et al. (2011)
tentatively detected Na i absorption, and Astudillo-Defru & Rojo
(2013) found significant absorption excess due to Ca i, Hα, Na i,
and possibly Sc ii. All these lines are present in the stellar atmo-
sphere and we can detect the RM deformation at high S/N in our
analysis, however, we do not find evidences of absorption due to
the exoplanet atmosphere. Focusing on Hα, Jensen et al. (2012)
detected a symmetric feature correlated in orbital phase and ex-
panding ∼ 15 Å. This broad feature can not be reproduced with
the methodology presented here.
The S/N of the observations used in these previous stud-
ies is similar to the observations used in this work. This is the
case of the Subaru observations used by Narita et al. (2005),
Snellen et al. (2008) and Astudillo-Defru & Rojo (2013), for ex-
ample, which achieved a S/N∼ 350 per pixel in the continuum
using 500 s exposures. The observations used here show a mean
S/N of ∼ 220 in the Na i order, but using exposures of 175 s
which results in a larger number of spectra. However, most of
these studies used a different methodology. Thanks to the differ-
ent high-resolution studies, the method to extract the transmis-
sion spectrum of the exoplanets has rapidly improved, including
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Fig. 11: Left panel: Local stellar spectrum of HD 209458 around the Na i doublet lines. In the top-left panel, we show the local stellar
spectrum following the same format presented in Figure 1, but around the Na i doublet. Bottom-left panel: Time-evolution of the
local stellar spectrum presented in the top panel but, in this case, the flux information is shown in the vertical axis. The spectra are not
normalised to their own continuum level, so they still contain the flux information (the normalised profiles are shown in Figure A.5).
For a clear visualisation, we modified the continuum flux to include an offset so the spectra are shown ordered in orbital phase. The
colours are indicative of the orbital phase of the planet and, therefore, the radial-velocity of the stellar disc surface. The observations
are shown with solid lines and the stellar models with dashed lines of the same colour. The stellar models are computed using
MARCS in LTE. The out-of-transit results are shown in black. The spectra are shown binned by 0.02 Å and 0.0025 in orbital phase.
The black-dashed vertical lines indicate the position of the Na i doublet lines. Right panel: Residuals between the observed and
modelled local spectra presented in the left panel.
some steps that were not considered before, such as the planet
radial-velocity correction. In the particular case of HD 209458b,
using different methodology or partial transit observations leads
to significantly different transmission spectra (see Figures 5 and
10) due to the RM deformation, which could easily lead to a
misinterpretation.
At high resolution, the RM contamination could be avoided
by searching for molecules not present in the stellar atmosphere
(if they fall far from other deep stellar lines). Here, we explore
the presence of TiO and VO, as it was tentatively observed in
Désert et al. (2008). These molecules are expected at tempera-
tures above 1800 K, in strongly irradiated hot Jupiters (Seager
& Sasselov 1998; Fortney et al. 2008). Indeed, TiO has already
been tentatively detected in ultra hot planets (Teq > 2000 K) such
as WASP-19b (Sedaghati et al. 2017) and WASP-121b (Evans
et al. 2016). However, one of the main difficulties when at-
tempting to detect these molecules using the cross-correlation
techniques is the lack of accurate line lists (Hoeijmakers et al.
2015). HD 209458b has an equilibrium temperature (Teq) around
1400 K (Torres et al. 2008) and it is probably too cold for these
species to be present in its atmosphere. Despite the high S/N of
our data, we are not able to identify any clear feature in the resid-
uals that could be generated by these molecules.
In the atmospheric analysis performed at a high resolution,
a relatively small region around the lines core is probed and the
continuum information is lost, while at low resolution, the wings
of the atmospheric lines are probed, which may present widths as
large as 100 nm (see e.g. Sing et al. 2016). The RM contamina-
tion seen in the Na i lines occupies ∼ 1 Å in the high-resolution
transmission spectrum. At low resolution, this contamination
would be completely included in the wavelength bin centred on
the Na i doublet lines. For this reason, with our ESPRESSO data
we cannot exclude the atmospheric detections reported using
broad-band transmission spectroscopy methods (e.g. Charbon-
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neau et al. 2002). However, this particular scenario, where the
broad wings of Na i are detected but the cores of the lines are
not, is difficult to explain in terms of atmospheric physics.
Here, thanks to the S/N achieved with ESPRESSO observa-
tions, we are able to observe that the resulting transmission light
curves can be better explained when only the RM contribution
is considered, especially at the centre of the transit. However,
during the ingress and egress, the contribution of the CLV is
needed to fit the observations. Additionally, we explore the dif-
ferences of the modelled RM and CLV effects when assuming
different 1D stellar atmospheric models. It is clear, however, that
the modelled CLV and RM effects do not fully reproduce the
results around the Na i; this is probably due to the approxima-
tions that their computation assumes and stellar phenomena that
are not considered (1D, solid-body rotation, no convective blue
shift, among others), although the non-LTE models describe the
transmission spectrum better. Resolving the stellar surface using
transit observations of the exoplanets (Dravins et al. 2015) would
help to empirically validate and constrain the stellar atmospheric
models and, consequently, to improve the characterisation of the
exoplanet atmospheres. Currently, ESPRESSO provides the best
opportunity for performing these observations.
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Fig. A.1: Same as in Figure 5, but for the individual nights. The first night (2019-07-20) is presented in the top panel and the second
night (2019-09-11) is shown in the bottom panel.
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Fig. A.2: Same as in Figure 6, but for the individual nights: first night (2019-07-20) in the left column and second night (2019-09-11)
in the right column. We note that the second night results could be partially affected by telluric Na i absorption residuals.




















Fig. A.3: Master stellar spectrum in the Na i region of HD 209458 (black) computed as the combination of all out-of-transit spectra
of the first night (2019-07-20). For comparison, in different colours we show the synthetic stellar spectrum computed with the
different stellar models used in this work.
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Fig. A.4: Master stellar spectrum of HD 209458 (black) computed as the combination of all out-of-transit spectra of the first night
(2019-07-20) in different wavelength regions. For comparison, we show in red colour the synthetic stellar spectrum computed with
the MARCS stellar models assuming the stellar parameters from Table 2, solar abundance, and LTE.
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Fig. A.5: Observed (solid lines) and modelled (dashed lines) local stellar sodium Na i profiles at different orbital phases during the
transit. The profiles are shown normalised to their continuum level, and result from the combination of both Na i D lines of the
two nights of observation. The data are shown binned by 2.5 km s−1 and each profile is the result of combining the individual local
stellar lines every 0.0025 in orbital phase. The models are shown with an offset to the vertical axis for better visualisation, and are
computed using the MARCS stellar models in LTE. The colours indicate the orbital phase of the planet (see colour bar). The vertical
black-dashed line is the reference at 0 km s−1.


































Fig. A.6: Transmission light curves around the Na i computed as presented in Snellen et al. (2008) and Albrecht et al. (2009).
Left panel: Stellar spectrum around the Na i showing the central (grey) and reference (blue and red) passbands of each line of the
doublet, all of them with a bandwidth of 0.75 Å. The vertical dashed lines show the position of the telluric Na i absorption residuals
for the night of 2019-07-20 (red) and 2019-09-11 (blue). Right panel: Na i transmission light curve of each night (in colours) and the
combination of the two nights (black dots). The combined result is binned by 0.002 in orbital phase, similar to the results presented
in the previous literature. The blue-dashed line corresponds to the modelled transmission light curve considering the RM and CLV
effects in the stellar spectrum. The red-dashed line considers only the RM effect.
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Fig. B.1: Distributions of the EMC analysis of each individual night for different spectral lines: Na i D1 and D2, Mg i λ5184, Fe i
λ5270, Hα, and K i D1. The absorption depth calculations are performed using 0.4 Å bandwidth except for the Hα for which we use
0.5 Å. In green we present the ’out-out’ scenario, in red the ’in-in’, in blue the ’mix-mix’, and in grey the ’in-out’. The blue dashed
vertical lines show the zero absorption level. In coloured dashed lines, we show the Gaussian fit to the histograms.
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Fig. C.1: Cross-correlation results of both nights combined for TiO and VO, obtained assuming different atmospheric models
(HELIOS+turbospectrum and PetitRADTRANS). Top panel: Cross-correlation maps of the TiO (first and second columns) and
VO (third and fourth columns). Bottom panel: Average of the in-transit cross-correlation values in the planet rest frame between
the first and fourth contacts. The vertical axis is shown in S/N units for a better visualisation of the features strength, computed as
described in Section 4.2. Positive S/N means correlation (see CCF values in the colour bar).
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